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Dream. Dream.
He was feeling gory that day. For the usual reasons. He was attacked verbally 
by someone accusing him of being dead. From the outside, he had handled the 
attack just fine. Or so he believed.

No one was around, anyway.

And he was dead, alright. For the past nine years, he had been suffering from 
Drømmer's disease. Once, about one year ago, he almost gave up control to his 
ghost, but it was cancelled at the last minute. He was in the same position 
again. But due to altered brain data the same process was not happening this 
time.

When he went to bed feeling gory at night, it was habitual for him to make 
films of better versions of baseline life. If he had a FireWire port on his head 
he could transfer his films to his computer and make pathetic attempts at 
disseminating his mind. But that would probably not happen in the foreseeable 
future.

And that night, for the first time in his life, he became fully aware of the high 
probability that he would not be alive by 2091. Not that there was anything 
special about 2091, but he would not have the chance to try to imagine (or 
remember, in that case) what it was like a hundred years ago, the way he could 
have in 1991.

And that night, for the first time in his life, he vividly imagined and lived 
through one of the many ways he could die. He imagined himself in a hospital 
bed. His family was in the room, all around him, and everyone was looking at 
him—looking down towards him. Neither suddenly nor slowly, he passed out. 
It was like fainting due to low blood pressure. His energy drained to nothing, 
and the world faded to black. Then it faded back in, now a bit sharper. His 
view point was pretty much the same—only it was rising. The people in the 
room still looked down towards the same point, but he was rising. The short 
film ended there, but the experience of it was so unbelievably real, making it 
significant enough to retain in his memory for many nights to come.

He discovered his enormous, endless, internal odium foundry around the same 
time the ghost liberation process failed. And it was around the same time that 
his night films became much more realistic. Soon, the films would begin 
leaking into daytime stupors.

 



The green dragon was one of those. It had a color between green and blue, but 
closer to green; and it had large wings; and it had four limbs with fierce claws; 
and it had equally sharp, gigantic teeth; and it had slanted, large, red eyes; and 
it breathed fire; and it was as large as an ocean liner. It could fly faster than the 
fastest airplane; and it could burn hotter than the sun; and it could wipe out 
faster than a nuke.

And he dreamed of destruction as the green dragon. He would fly from city to 
city, burn everything down, kill all, and watch the black smoke cover the sun 
and the moon.

He had long abandoned the common human goals and hopes. He found them 
repulsive and pathetic—mere distractions from the psychosis-inducing vacuum 
that life always was. And as such, the green dragon would have no worries, no 
remorse and no hesitation.

 
 

Death.
He was feeling gory that day. The May weather was cry-inductive. He 
lamented his cowardice towards existence termination, and he lamented the 
insufficient production volume of his lacrimal glands. But, as he defied the 
universe in mindcry, a teardrop did form in his left eye, slid down his cheek 
and splatted on his leg.

Nothing happened. He always hoped such moments would trigger magnificent 
chain events as in fantasies, but, as usual, nothing happened.

Another teardrop came and went, but this time through his lips and into his 
mouth. He choked on his teardrop. How could someone choke on a teardrop?

He heard the sound of a large glass object crashing on the ground in the yard. 
Again. And again. It could be his brother throwing large blocks of ice out his 
window for fun, but it was past four in the morning. And the brother would 
stop after two or three blocks. But then came a substantially bigger crash. He 
poked his head out the window and looked down at the yard. It was extremely 
dark, but he was on the first floor so he could make out shapes. Nothing was 
there. He looked to the left, and saw two men standing next to somebody's car. 
The front right window of the car was gone, and the men did not look like they 
owned the car, as they applied brute force on the car door with some sort of rod.

His heart started racing. The most plausible action to take was to shout at them, 

 

 

 



and the men would hopefully run away like gazelles. Alas, his voice box could 
not synthesize a peep. An internal power surge—his entire body twitched—and 
he dove off out the window. He touched down with a barely audible thump and 
instantly made another jump, this time landing on the roof of the expensive, 
dark blue car, crushing it down. He was not doing this himself; it simply was 
not within his power (or his weakness, as he would put it). He was taken over.

Before the men could run for their lives, he began vomiting fire on them. They 
cried from the very bottom of their hearts and twisted like worms on the 
ground as they burned. He kept on vomiting and vomiting, until he noticed 
several lights coming up and several heads sticking out. Faster than he came 
down, he went up and back in his room.

Nothing was there to see except a nice, crushed car and some flames. And 
nothing was seen except those. The police were later able to discern the bodies, 
and so were the firefighters, who were called in when the tree near the bodies 
caught fire. And that was about it.

The human anxieties had kicked in and he was trembling. But, as much as he 
was frightened, he absolutely loved what had happened to him. He looked at 
his hands; they looked green, and his nails were gradually becoming black.

He stood in front of his mirror, watching the strangest image he would ever 
see. His skin had not just become green, and his eyes red; his entire image 
looked unreal in an unexplicable way. It was almost as if his image were 
superimposed with somebody else's image.

He was dying.

He raced out the window. But before he lost altitude, a pair of wings 
involuntarily spreaded open ripping through his shirt, and he flapped towards 
the purple sea a kilometer away.

And as he flapped, he breathed out his fire on the dark sky. With each breath, 
something was happening inside his entire body. After three more breaths of 
fire, his clothes tore apart and the wind of the upper sky flew them out of sight. 
He was too big now.

He growled, and the enormous growl brought with it fire, and the color of the 
fire merged with the color of the sky. The sun was initiating just another 
morning of life.

 



 

Flight.
After touching and smelling clouds for the first time, the green dragon came 
down from the sky onto the busiest part of the morning city. Not one soul 
among the flocks of people that moved in every direction looked up to see 
incoming peril. The green dragon soared over the crowds and growled. The 
growl once again turned into a vomit of fire.

Hordes of little people were instantly cremated, the fire pouring over them 
being so great. Other little people took several seconds to recover from shock 
before they began running. It was all in vain, as larger breaths of fire blanketed 
them each time, making heaps of black pebbles, as was seen from where the 
green dragon hovered. The sight was such an amusement for the green dragon; 
but what was even more amusing to it was the way the little people stomped on 
each other in this nice, little chaos.

The green dragon put the entire town on fire in slightly more than eight 
minutes. It was now as big as an airliner, and its fire could blow away entire 
blocks of buildings at each breath. Each breath of fire fueled the growth of its 
greatness, and its greatness fueled each breath to be fierier.

And so the entire city was in flames. The news of the fire did spread quickly, 
but not fast enough. Before the orders for launching military planes to pacify 
the monster could be sent out, four entire-city fires were well underway.

The planes, when they did finally track down the green dragon and arrive at its 
latest fire site, were of no use. Bullets whizzed, missiles exploded, and no harm 
was done.

The green dragon was a magic dragon.

Some more burning, and soon it was big enough to cover cities, and a single 
breath could burn down an entire country. Flying over continents and 
cremating countries, there was no way of stopping the growth of the green 
dragon.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Sleep.
The planet had become a giant hearth and the green dragon was visible from 
the moon. It flew around in every direction over and over to make sure there 
was not one single place untouched by its breath.

The fire burned for months.

And one day, the fire ceased. And the green dragon was tired. It landed beside 
a great mountain which was smaller than its claw, and looked around to find 
something that would replenish its strength. There was nothing, and the green 
dragon was as lonely as it always had been—no more, no less.

It wrote his name on the tiny mountain with the tip of its claw, and then 
crawled right next to it and slept to its death.

As the green dragon decomposed there for hundreds of years, it dreamed of the 
past lives of its own and of others. Fortunately, dreams remained as dreams; no 
seeds sprouted stems, no birds flapped wings and no dragons growled for 
another billion years.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


